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Abstract. We extend the notions of correlation-immune functions and resilient functions to functions over any
finite alphabet. A previous result due to Gopalakrishnan and Stinson is generalized as we give an orthogonal array
characterization, a Fourier transform and a matrix characterization for correlation-immune and resilient functions
over any finite alphabet endowed with the structure of an Abelian group. We then point out the existence of a
tradeoff between the degree of the algebraic normal form and the correlation-immunity order of any function
defined on a finite field and we construct some infinite families of t-resilient functions with optimal nonlinearity
which are particularly well-suited for combining linear feedback shift registers. We also point out the link between
correlation-immune functions and some cryptographic objects as perfect local randomizers and multipermutations.
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1. Introduction

Resilient functions were introduced independently by Choret al. [11] and Bennett, Brassard
and Robert [1]; they were originally applied respectively to the generation of random strings
in presence of faulty processors and to key distribution especially for quantum cryptography.
Several other applications afterwards emerged and the theory of resilient functions (or the
equivalent combinatorial structure of orthogonal arrays) is now almost omnipresent in
cryptography.

These functions are first of all used for designing running-keys for stream ciphers; in
the common case, the running-key generator is composed of several linear feedback shift
registers combined by a Boolean function. This combining function should then be a
correlation-immune function in order to resist Siegenthaler’s correlation attack [36]; a
resilient function is usually chosen so that the output digits are uniformly distributed. Its
algebraic normal form should additionally have a high degree so that the resulting pseudo-
random sequence has a high linear complexity. In a more general view, Maurer and Massey
[25] showed that an additive stream cipher can be provably-secure under the restriction that
the number of plaintext digits that the enemy can obtain is limited: the running-key generator
thus should be a perfect local randomizer, what is equivalent to the structure of an orthogonal
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array. Another application consists in designing “conventional” cryptographic primitives,
i.e. primitives based on a network with some boxes. Such a network contains both confusion
boxes for hiding any structure and diffusion boxes for merging several inputs. Schnorr and
Vaudenay [32] recommend that the diffusion boxes should be functions realizing perfect
diffusion in order to avoid some cryptanalysis, especially collision attacks. These functions
are called multipermutations and they can be deduced from orthogonal arrays of maximal
strength. These objects are also used in threshold schemes for secret sharing.

In this paper we extend the notions of correlation-immune functions and resilient func-
tions to functions over any finite alphabet. We generalize in Section 2 the characterizations
of q-ary resilient functions given by Gopalakrishnan and Stinson [18]: we give an orthog-
onal array characterization, a characterization by means of characters (similar to a Fourier
transform characterization) when the alphabet is endowed with the structure of an Abelian
group and a matrix characterization. We then study in Section 3 the properties of the al-
gebraic normal form of correlation-immune functions over a finite field. We here show
that there is a tradeoff between the nonlinearity order and the correlation-immunity order
of any q-ary function and we obtain an inequality involving both degree and correlation-
immunity order of the function which generalizes Siegenthaler’s inequality for Boolean
functions [35]. Following this result we construct a family oft-resilient functions with op-
timal nonlinearity over some finite fields, which are well-suited for combining LFSRs. We
also give in Section 4 a new construction of resilient functions by composition of resilient
functions of smaller order; this construction can immediately be applied to the combination
of linear feedback shift registers. Section 5 then points out the link between correlation-
immune functions and several other cryptographic notions. We generalize the concept of
perfect local randomizers introduced by Maurer and Massey. We also apply the previous
results to perfect diffusion boxes used for designing cryptographic primitives. Thanks to
the equivalence between multipermutations and correlation-immune functions we give a
bound on the diffusion performed at the binary level by a multipermutation overF2m .

2. Three characterizations of correlation-immune functions over a finite alphabet

LetF denote a finite alphabet withq elements (q ≥ 2) andE be a finite set. Letf : Fn →
E be a function and let{X1, X2, ..., Xn} be a set of random input variables assuming
values fromF with independent uniform distributions (i.e. every input vector occurs with
probability 1

qn ).
The functionf may satisfy the following properties:

• f is balancedif the random variableY = f(X1, ..., Xn) is uniformly distributed inE.

• f is correlation-immune overF with respect to the subsetT ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} if the
probability distribution of the outputY is unaltered when the inputs(Xi)i∈T are fixed
and{Xi, i 6∈ T} is a set of independent uniformly distributed random variables.

• f is t-th order correlation-immune overF if for everyT of cardinality at mostt, f is
correlation-immune with respect toT .

• f is t-resilient overF if f is t-th order correlation-immune overF and balanced.
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2.1. Correlation immune functions and orthogonal arrays

Correlation-immune functions are closely related to the combinatorial structures introduced
by Rao as orthogonal arrays [28].

Definition 1. An orthogonal arrayA of sizeM , with n constraints, of strengtht and
indexλ over the alphabetF (or with q levels) is anM × n array of elements ofF which
has the property that in any subset oft columns ofA, each of theqt vectors ofF t appears
exactlyλ times as a row. Such an array is denoted by(M,n, q, t). ClearlyM = λqt.

In [9] it was observed that the characterization by Xiao and Massey [41] of at-th order
correlation-immune functionf : {0, 1}n → {0, 1} is equivalent to the following property:
the array of which rows are the vectors off−1(1) is an orthogonal array of strengtht. Let
Fq denote the finite field withq elements. In [18] Gopalakrishnan and Stinson show directly
thatf : Fnq → F`q is t-th order correlation-immune overFq if and only if for all y in F`q,
f−1(y) consists of the rows of an orthogonal array of strengtht. In fact characterizing the
t-th order correlation immune functions in terms of orthogonal arrays is merely translating
the probability definition into an enumeration definition. This characterization then requires
no particular algebraic structure neither for the input alphabetF nor for the output setE.

Proposition 1 Let f : Fn → E where bothF andE are finite sets. The functionf is
a t-th order correlation-immune function overF if and only if ∀y ∈ E, f−1(y) consists of
the rows of an orthogonal array of strengtht overF .

Additionally, f ist-resilient if

∀y, y′ ∈ E, |f−1(y)| = |f−1(y′)|

This general characterization points out the link between resilient functions and error-
correcting codes when the input alphabetF is an Abelian group: Delsarte [15] actually
proved that the array formed by the words of a code over a finite Abelian group is an
orthogonal array of maximal strengthd⊥ − 1 whered⊥, called thedual distance of the
code, is given by the MacWilliams transform of its Hamming distance distribution.

Proposition 2 [15] Let C be a code of lengthn and sizeM over an Abelian groupF
with q elements. The array whose rows consist of the codewords ofC is an orthogonal array
withn constraints, of sizeM and strengtht overF if and only if1 ≤ t ≤ d⊥− 1. The dual
distanced⊥ of the codeC is the smallest indexi > 0 such thatA′i > 0 where(A′0, . . . , A

′
n)

is the Mac Williams transform of the average Hamming distance distribution(A0, . . . , An)
of C:

n∑
i=0

A′iX
n−iY i = A′(X,Y ) = A(X + (q − 1)Y,X − Y )

whereA(X,Y ) =
∑n
i=0AiX

n−iY i.
Moreover ifC is an additive code,d⊥ is the minimum distance of its dual codeC⊥.
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Since at-resilient functionf : Fn → F` corresponds to a partition ofFn into q` or-
thogonal arrays of strengtht and with the same size, Delsarte’s result implies that such a
function can be obtained from the cosets of a linear code whose dual code has minimum
distancet + 1. This result proved by Stinson [37] for codes over a finite field can then be
generalized to any linear code over a finite ring.

Proposition 3 LetC be a linear code of lengthn, dimensionk and minimum distanced
over a finite ringF and letG be a generator matrix forC. The associated function

f : Fn → Fn−k
x 7→ xGT

is a (d− 1)-resilient function overF .

Any linear resilient functionf can then be identified to a syndrome function.
Massey and Stinson [38] recently extended this construction to any systematic codes over

a finite field. This results still holds for systematic codes defined on any finite Abelian
group.

Proposition 4 LetC be a systematic code of lengthn and sizeqk over a finite Abelian
groupF and letI be an information set forC. The functionf defined by

f : Fn → Fn−k
x 7→ e if and only ifx ∈ C + ē

whereē is the vector ofFn which vanishes inI and whose restriction onto{1,. . ., n} \ I
equalse, is a(d⊥ − 1)-resilient function whered⊥ is the dual distance ofC.

Using this link between codes and resilient functions, Bierbrauer, Gopalakrishnan and
Stinson [3] derived some bounds on the highest possible resilience-order for a function
f : Fn2 → F`2 from some bounds on the size of a code with given length and minimum
distance. Since these bounds — Plotkin bound, linear programming bound . . . — are still
valid for codes over any finite Abelian group [13], we obtain general expressions for them.
Explicit tables for highest possible resilience-order of a functionf : Fn → F` are for
instance given in [10, chapter 6] for any Abelian groupF with 2, 4 or 8 elements and for
1 ≤ ` < n ≤ 20.

2.2. Characterization by means of characters

In [41] Xiao and Massey characterized Boolean correlation-immune functions through a
condition on their Fourier transform. The main interest of this characterization is that it is
considerably easier to use than the probabilistic definition. This property was generalized
by Gopalakrishnan and Stinson [18] when both input and output sets are finite fields. We
here give a similar characterization which is valid for any finite setsF andE endowed with
the structure of an Abelian group.

A characterof a finite Abelian group(F ,+) is an homomorphism fromF into the
multiplicative groupC? of complex numbers. A well-known property is that the characters
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of F form an Abelian groupF ′, called the characters group, which is isomorphic withF .
Since the characters can be numbered by the elements ofF , we denote by< x, y > the
complex image of the elementx ∈ F under the characterχy.

For example ifF is the additive group(Fq,+) of the Galois fieldFq whereq = ps, p a
prime, then< x, y >= θTrFq/Fp (xy) whereθ is a primitivep-th root of unity inC. If F is
the additive group(Zq,+), i.e. a cyclic group of orderq, then< x, y >= θxy whereθ is a
primitive q-th root of unity inC and where the productxy is performed in the ringZq.

We will need the following classical lemma:

Lemma 1 LetF andG be two Abelian groups with respective characters groupsF ′ and
G′. Then the characters group ofH = F ×G is F ′ ×G′.
For h = (f, g) ∈ F ×G andh′ = (f ′, g′) ∈ F ×G, we have

< h, h′ >=< f, f ′ >< g, g′ >

As soon as we handle characters it is particularly convenient to use the Fourier transform.

Definition 2. The group algebraCF of an Abelian groupF over the fieldC of complex
numbers consists of all formal sums:

a =
∑
x∈F

axZ
x, ax ∈ C

where, as usual,Zx replacesx in order for the Abelian group law to become multiplicative.
All operations inCF are defined in the usual way.

A character may then be extended linearly to the algebraCF :

< a, y >=<
∑
x∈F

axZ
x, y >=

∑
x∈F

ax < x, y >

We will denote bŷay the complex number< a, y >, called a Fourier coefficient ofa. The
Fourier transform is then the linear mapping

CF → CF ′
a 7→ ∑

y∈F âyZ
y

Since the matrixS of group characters ofF defined byS(x, y) =< x, y > is orthogonal,
there exists an inverse Fourier transform anda is then uniquely determined by its Fourier
coefficients(ây)y∈F .

We now show how the Fourier transform characterization of Gopalakrishnan and Stinson
can be stated for general Abelian groups. This result can be straightforwards deduced from
a theorem proved by Delsarte [14, Theorem 4.4], which defines the combinatorial structure
of orthogonal array in terms of characters.

LetF be an Abelian group. Then-th Cartesian powerFn is then an Abelian group in its
turn. The Hamming weight of an elementx ofFn is the numberwH(x) of components ofx
inF which are distinct from zero. We give here a slightly modified version of Theorem 4.4
of Delsarte, which originally referred to the property oft-design.
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Theorem 1 LetF be a finite Abelian group withq elements. A setM of λqt vectors of
Fn consists of the rows of an orthogonal array withn constraints, strengtht and indexλ
overF if and only if

∀y ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ wH(y) ≤ t,
∑
x∈M

< x, y >= 0

We now deduce a general characterization of correlation-immune functions in terms of
Fourier transform.

Theorem 2 LetF andE be two finite Abelian groups. The functionf : Fn → E is t-th
order correlation-immune overF if and only if:

∀v ∈ E, ∀u ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t,
∑
x∈Fn

< x, u >< f(x), v >= 0

Moreoverf is t-resilient if and only if it additionally satisfies:

∀v ∈ E, v 6= 0,
∑
x∈Fn

< f(x), v >= 0

Proof: We write ây,u for
∑
x∈f−1(y) < x, u > with the convention̂ay,u = 0 when

f−1(y) = ∅.
The above condition can then be written as:

∀v ∈ E, ∀u ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t,
∑
y∈E

ây,u < y, v >= 0

Since the matrix of group characters of the Abelian groupE is invertible this condition is
equivalent to

∀u ∈ Fn, 1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t, ây,u = 0

According to Theorem 1, this comes down to say that for ally inE, the elements off−1(y)
are the rows of an orthogonal array of strengtht overF .

The second condition can be written as:

∀v ∈ E, v 6= 0,
∑
y∈E
|f−1(y)| < y, v >= 0

The exhibited Fourier coefficients of
∑
y∈E |f−1(y)|Zy show that the functiony 7→

|f−1(y)| is constant onE, i.e. f is balanced.

Example: Let F be the cyclic group(Zq,+) andAa,b be the array whose rows are the
4-tuples(x1, x2, x1 + ax2, x1 + bx2) wherea, b ∈ Z?q . Since this array has 4 constraints
and its size isq2, Singleton bound implies that its strengtht is at most 2. According to
Theorem 1Aa,b is an orthogonal array of strength 2 overZq if and only if
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∀y ∈ Z4
q, 1 ≤ wH(y) ≤ 2,

∑
x∈Aa,b

θxy = 0

This condition is equivalent to say that the dual ofAa,b in the characters group contains no
element of Hamming weight less than or equal to 2,i.e.

∀y ∈ Z4
q, 1 ≤ wH(y) ≤ 2, ∃x ∈ Aa,b, θxy 6= 1

whereθ is a primitiveq-th root of unity. Writing this condition for ally of weight 2, we
obtain thatAa,b is an orthogonal array of strength 2 if and only ifa, b and(a−b) are not zero
divisors. It follows that the strength of such an orthogonal array is at most 1 whenq is even.
A more general condition on the inexistence of such orthogonal arrays can be found in [20].

2.3. Matrix characterization

Gopalakrishnan and Stinson [18] gave a third characterization of correlation-immune and
resilient functions which is expressed in terms of matrices. It actually results from the linear
combination lemma, originally proved for binary random variables in [41] and generalized
in [18] to random variables over a finite field. Following a short and general proof due to
Brynielsson [6] we show that this lemma still holds when the alphabet is endowed with the
structure of the ringZq or of the fieldFq. Notice that the size ofZq is unrestricted whereas
|Fq| is a prime power.

Lemma 2 (Linear Combination Lemma) LetF be a set withq elements endowed with
the structure of either the finite fieldFq or the ringZq. The discrete random variableY
is independent of then random variablesX1, X2, . . . , Xn defined onF if and only ifY is
independent of the sumc·X = c1X1+c2X2+. . . +cnXn for every choice ofc1, c2, . . . , cn
not all zeroes, inF .

Proof: The above condition is obviously necessary since we have:

∀y ∈ E, Pr(c ·X = z|Y = y) =
∑
c·x=z

Pr(X = x|Y = y)

=
∑
c·x=z

Pr(X = x)

= Pr(c ·X = z)

This condition is also sufficient: letax = Pr(X = x|Y = y) andbx = Pr(X = x). We
consider in the group algebraCFn the elementsa =

∑
x∈Fn axZ

x andb =
∑
x∈Fn bxZ

x.

We will now show that, for everyc ∈ Fn, the Fourier coefficientŝac and̂bc are equal. Indeed
we just write forc 6= 0:

âc =
∑
x∈Fn

Pr(X = x|Y = y) < x, c >

= EY=y (< X, c >)
= EY=y

(
θc·X

)
if F = Zq

= EY=y

(
θTrFq/Fp (c·X)

)
if F = Fq
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Since each sumc ·X is independent ofY provided thatc 6= 0, we have:

âc = E (< X, c >) =
∑
x∈Fn

Pr(X = x) < x, c >= b̂c

Besides, forc = 0, we have:

â0 =
∑
x∈Fn

ax = 1 =
∑
x∈Fn

bx = b̂0

As in [18] this generalized linear combination lemma leads to a characterization oft-th
order correlation-immune functions andt-resilient functions in terms of matrices.

Theorem 3 Let F be a finite alphabet withq elements endowed with the structure of
either the finite fieldFq or the ringZq. LetE be a finite set andf a function fromFn onto
E.
LetN(u) = (ηi,j)i,j∈F be theq × q real matrix defined by

ηi,j = qnPr(u1X1 + . . . + unXn = i andf(X) = j)

• f is t-th order correlation-immune overF if and only if for all u ∈ Fn such that
1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t, the rows of matrixN(u) are all identical.

• f is t-resilient overF if and only if for allu ∈ Fn such that1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t, all the

elements of matrixN(u) equal q
n−1

|E| .

Proof: Let u be any element ofFn such that1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t and letT be its support.
By definitionf is t-th order correlation-immune overF if and only if its outputf(X) is
independent of(Xi)i∈T . According to the linear combination lemma, this is equivalent to

∀u, 1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t, ηi,j = qnPr(u1X1 + . . . + unXn = i)Pr(f(X) = j)

Since all input variables are uniformly distributed,Pr(u1X1 + . . . + unXn = i) = 1
q for

anyu 6= 0. A necessary and sufficient condition forf to bet-th order correlation-immune
is then:

∀i, ηi,j = qn−1Pr(f(X) = j)

Furthermore,f is balanced if and only ifPr(f(X) = j) = 1
|E| . The functionf is then

t-resilient if and only if

∀i, j, ηi,j =
qn−1

|E|
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Figure 1. Combining LFSRs

3. Nonlinearity order of correlation-immune functions over any finite field

Resilient functions are particularly appropriate for combining the outputs of linear feedback
shift registers since such a combination leads to a pseudo-random generator which resists
correlation attacks [36]. But a high correlation-immunity order is not sufficient for ensuring
the security of the resulting generator: the nonlinearity order of the combining function is
a fundamental parameter too, since it determines the linear complexity of the generator. In
this section we only consider functions fromFn to F` whereF is the finite fieldFq. F`q
is here identified with the finite fieldFq` .

3.1. Nonlinearity order of aq-ary correlation-immune function

The linear complexity of aq-any linear recurring sequences, denoted byL(s), is the length
of the smallest linear feedback shift register drivings. It is a fundamental parameter for
pseudo-random generators since Massey [23] proved that Berlekamp algorithm for decoding
BCH codes [2] enables to recover the minimal feedback polynomial of a sequence from
the knowledge of its2L(s) first digits. But, even if the feedback polynomial is primitive,
the linear complexity, which is equal to the length of the LFSR, may not be as large as we
wish. A well-known method for increasing it consists in using several LFSRs with different
feedback polynomials. Their output sequences are then taken as arguments of a combining
functionf : Fnq → Fq whose output then forms the running-key, as depicted in Figure 1.

The linear complexity of the resulting sequence is then determined by the algebraic normal
form of the combining function.

Definition 3. [22, Theorem 1.71] For any functionf : Fnq → Fq` there exists a unique
polynomial functionθ in the algebraFq` [x1, . . . , xn]/(xq1 − x1, . . . , x

q
n − xn) such that,

for all x in Fnq , f(x) = θ(x). This polynomialθ is called thealgebraic normal formof f .

The influence of the algebraic normal form of the combining function on the linear
complexity of the resulting sequence was investigated in [5, 19, 17, 21, 31, 33].

Proposition 5 Letaandbbe two sequences inFq (with characteristicp) whose minimal
characteristic polynomials are respectivelyf0 andg0.
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• L(a + b) ≤ L(a) + L(b)

where equality holds if and only ifgcd(f0, g0) = 1.

• L(ab) ≤ L(a)L(b)

where equality holds if and only if at least one of the polynomialsf0 andg0 has only
simple roots and all the zero productsαβ are distinct for allα andβ such thatf0(α) = 0
andg0(β) = 0 in a common splitting field. This condition is notably satisfied iff0 and
g0 have co-prime orders.

A general lower bound onL(ab) can also be deduced from the multiplicities of the
roots off0 andg0 and from the number of distinct productsαβ [19].

• Lets be an integer,0 ≤ si < p, ands =
∑e
i=0 sip

i with 0 ≤ si < p be its decomposi-
tion in the radixp.

L(as) ≤
e∏
i=0

(
L(a)− 1 + si

si

)

where equality holds iff0 is a primitive polynomial ofFq[X].

A combining function over a finite fieldFq with characteristicpmust therefore have a high
resilience-order and its algebraic normal form must contain a monomial whose degrees
in each one of its variables maximizeswp(s) =

∑e
i=0 si wheres is written as

∑e
i=0 sip

i

in the radixp. For a Boolean function this actually means that both total degree of its
algebraic normal form and resilience-order must be as high as possible. Unfortunately,
there exits a tradeoff between these parameters: Siegenthaler proved in [35] that for any
Boolean functionf from Fn2 to F2, the degreed of the algebraic normal form and the
correlation-immunity ordert always satisfyd + t ≤ n. We here exhibit a similar relation
for any function fromFnq to Fq` . Actually those relations forq > 2 are derived from
stronger properties.

Theorem 4 Letf be a function fromFnq ontoFq` . If f is t-th order correlation-immune
(resp. t-resilient) overFq, then any monomial of its algebraic normal form contains at
most(n− t) variables (resp.(n− t− 1) variables providedq` 6= 2 or n 6= `+ t) having
simultaneously degreeq − 1.

Proof:
LetLα be the Lagrange univariate idempotents in the algebraFq` [x]/(xq − x):

Lα(x) =
∏

β ∈ Fq
β 6= α

(x− β)

By construction we have:
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∀β 6= α,Lα(β) = 0 andLα(α) =
∏
γ∈F∗q

γ = −1

The algebraic normal form off is then

θ(x1, · · · , xn) =
∑
α∈Fnq

(−1)nf(α)

(
n∏
i=1

Lαi(xi)

)

Let(n−j) variables be fixed amongstx1, . . . , xn, for example and without loss of generality
we choose the first(n− j) ones. Since eachLαi is a monic polynomial of degree(q − 1),
the coefficient ofxq−1

1 · · ·xq−1
n−j in θ is the polynomialpj(xn−j+1, · · · , xn) defined by

pj(xn−j+1, · · · , xn) =
∑
β∈Fjq

(−1)n
(

j∏
i=1

Lβi(xn−j+i)

) ∑
α∈Fn−jq

f(α, β)

If f is t-th order correlation-immune, we have for allj ≤ t and for allβ in Fjq

|{α ∈ Fn−jq , f(α, β) = v}| = |f
−1(v)|
qj

= λqt−j

whereλ is a positive integer. We then deduce that ifj ≤ t, we have

∀β ∈ Fjq,
∑

α∈Fn−jq

f(α, β) = λqt−j
∑
v∈F

q`

v

This implies that

∀j < t, pj(xn−j+1, · · · , xn) ≡ 0 mod q

Since this is true for any other choice ofn− j variables amongstx1, . . . , xn with j < t, it
ensures that any monomial ofθ contains no product of(n− t+ 1) or more variables having
simultaneously degreeq − 1, as asserted.

Furthermore iff is balanced,λ = qn−`−t. In this case we obtain for allβ ∈ Ftq∑
α∈Fn−tq

f(α, β) = qn−`−t
∑
v∈F

q`

v

≡ 0 mod q if n− `− t > 0

=
∑
v∈F

q`

v ≡ 0 mod q if n = `+ t andq` 6= 2

Remark. The previous proof also implies a stronger condition on the algebraic normal
form of somet-th order correlation-immune functions, even if they are not balanced: if
f : Fnq → Fq` is at-th order correlation-immune function overFq such that:

∀v ∈ Fq` ,
|f−1(v)|

qt
= 0 mod q

then the assertion of the theorem for balanced functions holds.
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As a weak corollary of this theorem, we obtain the following generalization of Siegen-
thaler’s inequality.

Corollary 1 Let f : Fnq → Fq` be at-th order correlation-immune function overFq.
Then the total degreed of its algebraic normal form satisfies

d+ t ≤ (q − 1)n

If f is additionally balanced andn 6= `+ t or q` 6= 2, then

d+ t ≤ (q − 1)n− 1

Example: Let f be the function overF16 defined by

f : F16 × F16 → F16

(x, y) 7→ (x14 + y7 + 1)11

This function is 1-resilient overF16 since each one of the involved exponentiations is a
permutation ofF16. Its algebraic normal form is given by:
f(x, y) = x14y14 + x14y11 + x14y10 + x13y11 + x12y11 + x7y14 + x13y7 + x6y14 +
x13y3 + x14 + x7y7 + y14 + x13 + x7y6 + x12 + x5y7 + y11 + y10 + x7 + y7 + x6 +
y6 + x5 + x4 + y3 + y2 + 1

In accordance with the previous theorem, this algebraic normal form contains no variable
of degree 15. Moreover its total degree reaches the bound given in Corollary 1.

The correlation-immunity order of aq-ary functionf actually satisfies a more restrictive
condition which takes into account the degree of the algebraic normal form of all functions
p2◦f ◦p1 obtained by applying a permutation on all inputs and outputs off . If f is t-th order
correlation-immune, such a functionp2◦f ◦p1 is actually stillt-th order correlation-immune
(see further Corollary 4). Permutations onFq provide for instance such permutationsp1

andp2.

Proposition 6 Letf be a function fromFnq ontoFq` . Its correlation-immunity ordert
satisfies

δ + t ≤ (q − 1)n

whereδ is the maximum degree of the algebraic normal forms ofp2 ◦ f ◦ p1 with p1 =
(π1, . . . , πn) andp2 = (φ1, . . . , φ`) when theπi andφi run over the set of all permutations
of Fq. Moreover iff is balanced andn 6= `+ t or q` 6= 2, we have

δ + t ≤ (q − 1)n− 1
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3.2. Algebraic Normal Form ofq-ary functions which are correlation-immune overFqk

We now give a similar bound for the optimal nonlinearity of any functionf from (Fqk)n

to Fq which is correlation-immune overFqk .

Theorem 5 Letf be a function from(Fq)kn ontoFq wherek > 1. Its algebraic normal
form is then a polynomialθ with kn variables in the algebraA = Fq[xi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤
j ≤ k − 1]/(xqi,j − xi,j).
If f is t-th order correlation-immune (resp.t-resilient) overFqk , then any monomial ofθ
contains at most(kn− t) variables (resp.(kn− t− 1) variables) having simultaneously
degreeq − 1.

Proof: Let us first considerf as a function from(Fqk)n ontoFqk . Its normal form is then

a polynomialµ ∈ Fqk [x1, . . . , xn]/(xq
k

i − xi). Letα be a primitive element inFqk . Then
Fqk = Fq +αFq + . . . +αk−1Fq and to anyxi ∈ Fqk can be associated a polynomial of
the algebraFqk [xi,j , 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1]/(xqi,j − xi,j).
The functionf can therefore be written as a polynomialθ in the algebraFqk [xi,j ] modulo
the ideal generated byxqi,j − xi,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j ≤ k − 1. Sincef takes its values in
Fq, we haveθq(x) = θ(x) for all x ∈ Fknq . Thusθ = θq and all coefficients ofθ lie in Fq.

We now writexsi for all s < qk as a polynomial inxi,0, . . . , xi,k−1. Let s = s0 + s1q +
. . . + sk−1q

k−1 be theq-ary decomposition ofs. We then have:

xsi =
k−1∏
j=0

(xi,0 + αxi,1 + . . . + αk−1xi,k−1)sjq
j

=
k−1∏
j=0

(xi,0 + αq
j

xi,1 + . . . + α(k−1)qjxi,k−1)sj

This polynomial therefore contains a monomial having degree(q− 1) in r variables only

if the decomposition ofs in the radixq containsr termssi equal toq − 1. Thusxq
k−1
i is

the only one which may contain a product ofk variables of degreeq − 1 and all the other
xsi for s < qk − 1 contain at best a product ofk − 1 variables of degreeq − 1. According
to Theorem 4,µ contains no product of more thann− t variables of degreeqk − 1 sincef
is t-th order correlation-immune overFqk . The algebraic normal formθ then contains no
monomial of degreeq− 1 in more thank(n− t) + (k− 1)t variables,i.e. kn− t variables.

If f is additionally balanced, we have for allv ∈ Fq,|f−1(v)| = qnk−1. Sincek > 1 and

t < n, |f
−1(v)|
qkt

≡ 0 mod q. In view of the remark following Theorem 4, we then obtain
the expected result.

Remark. As for Theorem 4 a sufficient condition for having the property asserted for
balanced functions is:

∀v ∈ Fq,
|f−1(v)|
qkt

= 0 mod q
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Corollary 2 Letf : Fknq → Fq be at-th order correlation-immune function overFqk .
The total degreed of its algebraic normal form then satisfies

d+ t ≤ (q − 1)kn

If f is additionally balanced andk > 1, then

d+ t ≤ (q − 1)kn− 1

Example:
Let φ: F8 × F8 → F8

(x; y) 7→ (x3 + y3)3

Let α be a root ofX3 + X + 1. To each elementx in F8 we associate the polynomial
x0+αx1+α2x2 and we now considerφas a function fromF6

2 toF3
2. Each of its components

f0, f1, f2 defined byφ = f0 +αf1 +α2f2 is a Boolean function with 6 Boolean variables
and it is obviously 1-resilient overF8. According to the previous theorem it contains no
product of more than 4 variables. Computing their algebraic normal form shows that all of
them have optimal nonlinearity.
f0(x0;x1;x2; y0; y1; y2) = x0 + y0 + x1y2 + x2y1 + x0x1y1 + x1y0y1 + x2y0y1 +

x0x1y2 + x0x2y2 + x0x2y0y1 + x0x1y0y2

f1(x0;x1;x2; y0; y1; y2) = x2 +y2 +x0y1 +x1y0 +x0y2 +x2y0 +x0x2y1 +x1y0y2 +
x2y1y2 +x1x2y2 +x0x2y2 +x2y0y2 +x1y1y2 +x1x2y1 +x0y0y2 +x0x2y0 +x0x2y1y2 +
x1x2y0y2

f2(x0;x1;x2; y0; y1; y2) = x1 +y1 +x2 +y2 +x2y1 +x1y2 +x0y1 +x1y0 +x0x1y0 +
x0y0y1 +x2y0y1 +x0x1y2 +x0x2y0 +x0y0y2 +x0x2y1 +x1y0y2 +x0x1y1 +x1y0y1 +
x1x2y1 + x1y1y2 + x0x2y2 + x2y0y2 + x1x2y0y1 + x0x1y1y2 + x0x2y1y2 + x1x2y0y2

3.3. Construction oft-resilient functions with optimal nonlinearity order over any finite
field

Definition 4. A t-th order correlation-immune (resp.t-resilient) functionf from Fnq
into Fq hasoptimal nonlinearity orderif its algebraic normal form contains a monomial
with n− t variables (resp.n− t− 1) having degreeq− 1, the others having degreeq− 2.

We now constructt-resilient functionsf : Fnq → Fq with optimal nonlinearity order.
We especially give a whole family oft-resilient functionsf : Fn2m → F2m with optimal
nonlinearity order for all values ofn andt whenm is odd. Such functions are then well-
suited by combining LFSRs.

We first construct(n − 1)-resilient functions withn variables overFq, i.e. (qt,n,q,t)
orthogonal arrays of index unity.

Lemma 3 Let (A) be the algebraFq[z]/(zq − z) with q > 2. We have inA that

degree(zi(q−2)) < q− 2 for all 2 ≤ i < q− 1, and for evenq, degree(zj
q−2

2 ) < q− 2 for
all 3 ≤ j ≤ q − 2.
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Proof: Indeed, we have

zi(q−2) = zq+q(i−1)−2i = zqzi−1−2i = zq−i−1

Sincei ≥ 2, the degree of this monomial is at mostq − 3.
We now consider the monomialzj

q−2
2 wherej = 2a + b with b ∈ {0, 1}. If b = 0, we

can apply the previous result since2 ≤ a ≤ q − 2. If b = 1, we have1 ≤ a < q−2
2 . We

now write

zj
q−2

2 = za(q−2)+ q−2
2 = zq−a−1+ q−2

2 = z
q−2

2 −a

This implies that the degree ofzj
q−2

2 equalsq−2−2a
2 ; thusdegree(zj

q−2
2 ) < q − 2.

Proposition 7 For all q = pm with p 6= 3 andq > 4 there exists an1-resilient function
f : F2

q → Fq with optimal nonlinearity order.

Proof: For odd characteristicp > 3, we definef(x, y) = (xq−2 + yq−2 + 1)q−2, and for
evenq > 4, f(x, y) = (xq−2 + y

q−2
2 + 1)q−5. Sincegcd(q − 2, q − 1) = 1 and for even

q > 4, gcd( q2 − 1, q − 1) = 1, gcd(q − 5, q − 1) = 1, all these exponentiations permute
the finite fieldFq. The functionf is then 1-resilient in both cases. In view of Lemma 3
we point out that, in the first case, the coefficient ofxq−2yq−2 is (q − 2)(q − 3) which
is not a multiple ofp > 3. In the second case we see that the coefficient ofxq−2yq−2 is
3
(
q−5

3

)
≡ 1 mod 2

Proposition 8 For all q = pm with p 6= 3 andq 6≡ 1 mod 3 there exists an(n − 1)-
resilient functionf : Fnq → Fq with optimal nonlinearity order for anyn if q is even and
for any oddn if q is odd.

Proof: We prove this assertion by induction onn.

• q even: the assertion forn = 2 is proved by the previous proposition. Suppose now that
there exists a(n − 1)-resilient functiong with n variables overFq. We then consider
the function with(n+ 1) variables defined by

f(x1, . . . , xn+1) = (g(x1, . . . , xn) + x
q
2−1
n+1 )3

This function isn-resilient sincegcd(3, q−1) = 1 by assumption andgcd(q−2, q−1) =
1. The coefficient corresponding to the term(x1 . . . xn+1)q−2 equals 1 inFq; this
function then has optimal nonlinearity order.

This still holds forq = 2: f(x1, . . . , xn) = x1 + . . . + xn is an (n − 1)-resilient
function with optimal nonlinearity order overF2.

• q odd: forn = 3 we consider

f(x1, x2, x3) = (xq−2
1 + xq−2

2 + xq−2
3 )3
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Sinceq 6≡ 1 mod 3, this function is2-resilientand thecoefficientof the term(x1x2x3)q−2

equals 6; it does therefore not vanish becausep is odd and strictly greater than 3.

Suppose now that there exists a(2r − 2)-resilient functiong with (2r − 1) variables
overFq. We then consider the function with(2r + 1) variables defined by

f(x1, . . . , x2r+1) = (g(x1, . . . , x2r−1) + xq−2
2r + xq−2

2r+1)3

This function is then2r-resilient and the coefficient of the term(x1 . . . x2r+1)q−2

equals 6.

It is now easy to constructt-resilient functions withn variables and with optimal nonlin-
earity order thanks to the following lemma:

Lemma 4 Letq 6= 2 or t 6= n− 1. Letf1, f2 : Fnq → Fq be twot-resilient functions with
optimal nonlinearity order such thatdegree(f1−f2) = degree(f1). Theng : Fn+1

q → Fq
defined by

g(x1, . . . , xn+1) = xq−1
n+1f1(x1, . . . , xn) + (1− xq−1

n+1)f2(x1, . . . , xn)

is a t-resilient function with optimal nonlinearity order.

We then deduce the following theorem:

Theorem 6 Let q = pm with p 6= 3 and q 6≡ 1 mod 3. For all n > 1, there exists a
t-resilient functionf : Fnq → Fq with optimal nonlinearity order for allt < n if q is even,
and for all event < n if q is odd.

Proof: By Proposition 8, ift satisfies the above assumptions, there exists at-resilient
functiong : Ft+1

q → Fq with optimal nonlinearity order. Applying Lemma 4 withf1 = g
andf2 = αg, whereα ∈ Fq \ {0, 1} leads to at-resilient function witht + 2 variables
and optimal nonlinearity order . If we iterate this constructionn− t− 1 times, we obtain
a t-resilient function withn variables and optimal nonlinearity order. Siegenthaler [35]
proved this result in the Boolean case.

Example: We here construct a 2-resilient function with 4 variables overF8.
Proposition 8 enables us to construct functionsg1 andg2 which are respectively 1-resilient
with 2 variables and 2-resilient with 3 variables. Both normal forms have optimal nonlin-
earity order:
g1(x1, x2) = (x6

1 + x3
2)3 = x6

1x
6
2 + x5

1x
3
2 + x4

1 + x2
2

g2(x1, x2, x3) = (g1(x1, x2) + x3
3)3 = x6

1x
6
2x

6
3 + x5

1x
3
2x

6
3 + x4

1x
5
2x

4
3 + x5

1x
7
2 + x4

1x
7
2x3 +

x2
1x

6
2x

4
3 + x7

1x
2
2x3 + x4

1x
6
3 + x6

1x
3
2 + x5

1x
3
2x3 + x4

1x
4
2 + x2

1x
4
2x

2
3 + x2

2x
6
3 + x4

2x
3
3 + x6

2 +
x4

1x3 + x2
1x2x3 + x1x2x

2
3 + x4

3 + x2
2x3 + x2

3

We now apply Lemma 4 withf1 = g2 andf2 = αg2 whereα ∈ F8 \ {0, 1}. We then
obtain a 2-resilient functionf with 4-variables and optimal nonlinearity orderd = 25. Its
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algebraic normal form is:

f(x1, x2, x3, x4) = (α+ 1)x6
1x

6
2x

6
3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x5

1x
3
2x

6
3x

7
4

+(α+ 1)x4
1x

5
2x

4
3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x5

1x
7
2x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x4

1x
7
2x3x

7
4

+(α+ 1)x2
1x

6
2x

4
3x

7
4 + αx6

1x
6
2x

6
3 + (α+ 1)x7

1x
2
2x3x

7
4

+(α+ 1)x4
1x

6
3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x6

1x
3
2x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x5

1x
3
2x3x

7
4

+(α+ 1)x4
1x

4
2x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x2

1x
4
2x

2
3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x2

2x
6
3x

7
4

+αx5
1x

3
2x

6
3 + (α+ 1)x4

2x
3
3x

7
4 + αx4

1x
5
2x

4
3 + (α+ 1)x6

2x
7
4

+αx5
1x

7
2 + αx4

1x
7
2x3 + (α+ 1)x4

1x3x
7
4 + αx2

1x
6
2x

4
3

+(α+ 1)x2
1x2x3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x1x2x

2
3x

7
4 + (α+ 1)x4

3x
7
4

+αx7
1x

2
2x3 + αx4

1x
6
3 + (α+ 1)x2

2x3x
7
4 + αx6

1x
3
2 + αx5

1x
3
2x3

+(α+ 1)x2
3x

7
4 + αx4

1x
4
2 + αx2

1x
4
2x

2
3 + αx2

2x
6
3 + αx4

2x
3
3

+αx6
2 + αx4

1x3 + αx2
1x2x3 + αx1x2x

2
3 + αx4

3 + αx2
2x3 + αx2

3

Since it contains a monomial with3 = t + 1 variables of degreeq − 2 and one of degree
q − 1, it has optimal nonlinearity order according to Theorem 4.

4. Construction of new correlation-immune functions by composition

Correlation-immune and resilient functions are essential for generating pseudo-random se-
quences. But constructing some functions having both a great number of input variables and
a high correlation-immunity order is still a problem. The construction using error-correcting
codes is quite general but it usually leads to linear functions. Using the characterizations
given in Section 2, we now propose a new method for constructing correlation-immune and
resilient functions by composition of correlation-immune functions of smaller order.F is
here a finite alphabet of sizeq endowed with the structure of some Abelian group.

4.1. Construction by composition

Definition 5. Let (gi)1≤i≤k be a family ofk functions:

gi : Fn → Fd = A, whered ≤ n

We define the functiong fromFnk intoAk by g(x1, . . . , xk) = (g1(x1), . . . , gk(xk)).
Let h be a function:

h : Ak → F`, where` ≤ kd

The composed functionf = h ◦ g is defined by:

f : Fnk → F`
(x1, . . . , xk) 7→ h(g1(x1), . . . , gk(xk))
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Proposition 9 If everygi is balanced and ifh is r-th order correlation-immune over
A, thenh ◦ g is r-th order correlation-immune overFn.

Proof: Let v ∈ F` and letR = {i1, . . . , ir} be ar-element subset of{1, . . . , k} and
R̄ = {j1, . . . , jk−r} be the complementary set.
Sinceh is r-th order correlation-immune overA, h−1(v) is an orthogonal array withk con-
straints, strengthr and indexλv over the alphabetA. Given a vectora = (ai1 , . . . , air ) ∈
Ar, the number of elementsz = (z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Ak in h−1(v) such that(zi1 , . . . , zir ) = a
is then equal toλv.
We denote bygR the function(xi1 , . . . , xir ) 7→ (gi1(xi1), . . . , gir (xir )) and bygR̄ the
function(xj1 , . . . , xjk−r ) 7→ (gj1(xj1), . . . , gjk−r (xjk−r )).
By assumption, everygi is balanced; this entails that|g−1

i (ai)| = |F|n−d.
Then∀b = (bj1 , . . . , bjk−r ), g

−1
R̄

(b) is a subset ofFn(k−r) of size|F|(n−d)(k−r). In the
same way|g−1

R (a)| = |F|(n−d)r and{g−1
R (a)}a∈Ar is a partition of(Fn)r. Hence every

r-tuple of (Fn)r appears as the projection onR of exactlyλv|F|(n−d)(k−r) elements in
(h ◦ g)−1(v). It means that(h ◦ g)−1(v) is an orthogonal array withk constraints, strength
r, indexλvq(n−d)(k−r) over the alphabetFn.

Proposition 10 If f = h ◦ g is r-th order correlation-immune overFn and if ∀1 ≤
i ≤ k, gi is t-th order correlation-immune overF , thenf is t′-th order correlation-immune
overF wheret′ = (t+ 1)(r + 1)− 1.

Proof: Let B = Fn andu ∈ Bk. We writeu = (u1, . . . , uk), ui ∈ B. The Hamming
weight ofu in Bk, i.e. |{i/ui 6= 0}|, is denoted byWH(u) while the Hamming weight of
u in Fnk, i.e. the number of non-zero components ofu in F is denoted bywH(u).
The functionf is r-th order correlation-immune overB if and only if ∀v ∈ F`, f−1(v) is
an orthogonal array of strengthr overB. By Theorem 1 we have

∀u ∈ Bk, 1 ≤WH(u) ≤ r,
∑

x∈f−1(v),x∈Bk
< x, u >= 0

Now if WH(u) > r andwH(u) < (r + 1)(t + 1), there is an indexi ∈ {1, . . . , k} such
that1 ≤ wH(ui) ≤ t. Then we get by Lemma 1:∑

x∈f−1(v),x∈Fnk
< x, u > =

∑
y∈h−1(v)

∑
x∈g−1(y)

< x, u >

=
∑

y∈h−1(v)

k∏
i=1

∑
xi∈g−1

i
(yi)

< xi, ui >

Sincegi is t-th order correlation-immune, at least one of the factors∑
xi∈g−1

i
(yi)

< xi, ui > is zero. Thus we obtain:

∀u ∈ Fnk, 1 ≤ wH(u) ≤ t′,
∑

x∈f−1(v),x∈Fnk
< x, u >= 0

As a consequence of these two propositions we obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 7 If everygi is t-resilient overF and if h is r-th order correlation-immune
(resp.r-resilient) overFd, thenh ◦ g is t′-th order correlation-immune (resp.t′-resilient)
overF , wheret′ = (t+ 1)(r + 1)− 1.

Example:
Let g1 = g2 : F3

2 → F2
2

(x1, x2, x3) 7→ (x1 + x2, x1 + x3)
This function is 1-resilient overF2.
Let h : (F2

2)2 → F2 described by the transposed of its truth tableTh:

TTh =


0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0


x1

x2

x3

x4

The functionh is 1-resilient overF2
2 and it is nonlinear as a function from(F2)4 ontoF2

sinceh(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1 + x4 + x2x3 + x2x4.
According to Theorem 7 the composed function is a Boolean function with 6 input variables
which is 3-resilient overF2.

Its truth tableTf is then a binary orthogonal array with 6 constraints, of size 32, index 4
and strength 3: 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

 x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6

Since its algebraic normal form isf(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) = x1 +x2 +x4 +x6 +x1x5 +
x1x6 + x3x5 + x3x6, this Boolean function has optimal degree.

The previous construction enables us to construct correlation-immune and resilient func-
tions with a great number of variables and then to combine a great number of different
LFSRs. Thanks to Theorem 7 we obtain the correlation-immunity order off without writ-
ing its truth table which is usually very large. In the following example we construct a
5-resilient Boolean function of degree 4 for combining 12 LFSRs.

Example:

g1 = g2 : F6
2 → F3

2

x 7→ xHT

whereH is the parity-check matrix of the [6,3]-binary codeC,

H =

 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 1 1


Since the dual codeC⊥ has minimum distance 3, the corresponding functiong1 is a 2-
resilient function overF2.
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Letα be a root ofX3 +X + 1. We represent each element ofF8 by 3 bits following the
decompositionF8 = α2F2 + αF2 + F2. We then defineh as:

h : F8 × F8 → F2

(x, y) 7→ (x3 + y3)3
|0

wherez|0 denotes the low-weight bit ofz overF3
2.

By construction,h is 1-resilient overF8. The composed functionf = h ◦ g then results in
a 5-resilient Boolean function of degree 4 with 12 variables.

Zhang and Zheng presented at Eurocrypt’95 some results about the construction of new
binary resilient functions from old ones by addition (Section 3 in [42]) and by composition
with a permutation (Section 4 in [42]). These results are immediate corollaries of the
previous theorem and they can be generalized to functions over any finite Abelian groupF .

Corollary 3 Let (gi)1≤i≤k be a family ofk functions fromFn ontoFd which are
t-resilient overF , andh : (Fd)k → Fd be the addition overFd. Then the composed
function

f : Fnk → Fd
(x1, . . . , xk) 7→ g1(x1) + . . . + gk(xk)

is t′-resilient overF wheret′ = k(t+ 1)− 1.

Corollary 4 Letg : Fn → Fd be at-resilient function overF andh be a permutation
ofFd. Thenh ◦ g is still a t-resilient function overF .

Another interest of this result is that it enables us to construct large orthogonal arrays
whose strength is close to the theoretical bounds. The parameters of the orthogonal arrays
g−1
i (z), z ∈ A are(qm−d,m, q, t); those ofh−1(z), z ∈ F` are(qdk−`, k, qd, r). This

results in orthogonal arraysf−1(z), z ∈ F` with parameters(qkm−`, km, q, (t + 1)(r +
1)− 1).

Example: We here consider two identical functionsg1 andg2 obtained from the translated
codes of the Preparata codeP(5) (see Proposition 4). SinceP(5) is a nonlinear systematic
binary code of length 64, size252 and dual distance 28, the function

g1 = g2 : F64
2 → F12

2

is 27-resilient overF2.
Let nowπ1, π2 andπ3 be three permutations of the alphabetF12

2 . The function

h : (F12
2 )2 → F12

2

(x1, x2) 7→ π3(π1(x1) + π2(x2))

is a 1-resilient function overF12
2 .

The composed function

f : F128
2 → F12

2

is then 55-resilient overF2. For all v ∈ F12
2 , the arraysf−1(v) are therefore orthogonal

arrays with 64 constraints, of size2116 and strength 55. Their strength then equals the
highest strength one can get for an orthogonal array obtained with a known linear code [4].
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4.2. Composition of linear functions and concatenated codes

We here focus on the functions obtained by the composition of linear functionsgi with a
linear functionh. Such a functionf = h◦g is obviously linear; it can therefore be identified
to a syndrome function. We now express the associated code in terms of concatenated codes.

We here define concatenated codes having several inner codes. Justesen codes are a
particular case of this construction.

Definition 6. [16] Let (Bi)1≤i≤ne be a family of[nb, kb, db]-linear codes overFq, E
an [ne, ke, de]-linear code overFqkb and(θi)1≤i≤ne a family of isomorphisms of vector
spaces

θi : Fqkb → Bi

We define theFq-linear isomorphismΘ as:

Θ : Fne
qkb

→ B1 × . . .× Bne
x = (x1, . . . , xne) 7→ (θ1(x1), . . . , θne(xne))

The concatenated code of inner codes(Bi)1≤i≤ne and outer codeE is the code

(Bi)2ΘE = {(θ1(x1), . . . , θne(xne)), where(x1, . . . , xne) ∈ E}

This code is a linear code overFq of lengthnbne, dimensionkbke and minimum dis-
tancedbde.

Proposition 11 Let (gi)1≤i≤k be a family ofk linear t-resilient functions

gi : Fnq → Fdq
xi 7→ xiG

T
i

whereGi is a systematic generator matrix of an[n, d, t+ 1]-linear code overFq.
Letψ be an isomorphism fromFqd ontoFdq andΨj the associated isomorphism

Ψj : (Fqd)j → (Fq)dj

(x1, . . . , xj) 7→ (ψ(x1), . . . , ψ(xj))

Let thenh be a linearr-resilient function overFqd defined by

h : (Fqd)k → Fd`q
x 7→ Ψ`

[
Ψ−1
k (x)GT

]
whereG is a generator matrix of a[k, `, r + 1]-linear code overFqd .

The composed functionf = h ◦ g is then a linear[(r + 1)(t+ 1)− 1]-resilient function
which can be written as

f : Fnkq → Fd`q
x 7→ xMT
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whereM is a generator matrix of the[kn, d`, (t + 1)(r + 1)]-linear code(Ci)2ΘE and
where the isomorphismΘ = (θ1, . . . , θk) is defined by

θi: Fdq → Ci
x 7→ ψ(x)Gi

Proof: Sincef = h ◦ g is linear, we only have to prove thatf−1(0) = ((Ci)2ΘE)⊥. Let
x ∈ ((Ci)2ΘE)⊥ and letv be its image underg. We now consider the vector̄v ∈ (Fnq )k

defined by

∀1 ≤ i ≤ k, v̄i = (vi, 0, . . . , 0)

Since all matricesGi are in systematic form, we haveg(v̄) = v = g(x). For all indexi, v̄i
can then be written as the sum ofxi and a codeword ofC⊥i . We then get

∀u ∈ E , v̄ ·Θ(u) = x ·Θ(u) = 0

sincex is in the dual code of(Ci)2ΘE . On the other hand we have for allu in E :

v̄ ·Θ(u) =
k∑
i=1

v̄i(ψ(ui)Gi)

=
k∑
i=1

viψ(ui)

= Ψ−1
k (v) · u

We then deduce thatΨ−1
k (v) is an element ofE⊥. We therefore conclude that

f(x) = Ψ`

(
Ψ−1
k (v)GT

)
= 0

Since both vector-spacesf−1(0) and((Ci)2ΘE)⊥ have the same dimension, we have proved
thatf is associated to the concatenated code(Ci)2ΘE .

This proposition also enables us to explicitly describe the codewords of the dual of a
concatenated code.

Corollary 5 Let (Bi)1≤i≤ne be a family of[nb, kb, db]-linear codes overFq, E an
[ne, ke, de]-linear code overFqkb andΘ = (θ1, . . . , θne) an Fq-linear isomorphism from
Fne
qkb

ontoB1 × . . .× Bne defined by

θi : Fqkb → Bi
x 7→ ψ(xi)Gi

whereGi is a systematic generator matrix ofBi andψ is an isomorphism fromFqkb onto
Fkbq .

The dual of the concatenated code(Bi)2ΘE then consists of all codewords ofE⊥ in which
each componentyi is replaced by a vector ofFnbq with syndromeyi relatively toB⊥i .

(Bi)2ΘE = {(x1, . . . , xne) where(ψ−1(x1G
T
1 ), . . . , ψ−1(xneG

T
ne)) ∈ E

⊥}
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Figure 2. Combining LFSRs with a composed function

4.3. Application to combining functions

These resilient functions obtained by composition are particularly appropriate for combining
LFSRs. Their use enables to reduce the number of operations required for computing the
output of the pseudo-random generator from the outputs of the registers since all functionsgi
can be evaluated in parallel (see Fig 2).

Another advantage of this construction arises when the combining function is used as
a secret key. In this case the function is transmitted as the sequence of its outputs,i.e.
`qn q-ary digits forf : Fnq → Fq. If a composed function is used, we only have to send the
small functions(gi)1≤i≤k andh, i.e. (kdqn + qkd) digits, while transmitting any function
for combiningkn q-ary LFSRs requiresqkn digits. For instance we have constructed in a
previous example a Boolean resilient function for combining 12 LFSRs. This function can
be described with only 56 bytes (even 32 bytes if we takeg1 = g2) instead of 512 bytes in
the general case.

5. Other related cryptographic objects

The original interest of correlation-immune functions in cryptography consists in conceiv-
ing pseudo-random generators by combining several LFSRs. But some other applica-
tions appeared after Siegenthaler’s work. For instance Maurer and Massey [25] defined a
whole class of pseudo-random generators, called perfect local randomizers, which lead to a
provably-secure stream cipher under some conditions. Similar objects appear in the design
of some conventional cryptographic primitives: in [32] Schnorr and Vaudenay recommend
that the diffusion boxes of a primitive should realize perfect diffusion. We show here that
these objects are connected with correlation-immune functions and we generalize them to
any finite alphabet.
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5.1. Perfect local randomizers over a finite alphabet

Since a pseudo-random generator transforms ak-digit secret sequence into a longer one,
such a running-key can obviously not be completely random and the associated stream cipher
can not be provably secure. However Maurer and Massey defined running-key generators,
called theperfect local randomizers[25], leading to a provably-secure stream cipher under
the assumption that the enemy is able to obtain only a limited number of plaintext digits.
We here generalize this definition to any finite alphabet:

Definition 7. Let F be a finite alphabet. A functionf : Fk → Fn wherek < n
is a (k, n)-perfect local randomizer of ordert overF if any subset oft or less digits of
the output is a set of independent uniformly distributed digits when thek input digits are
uniformly random.

This means that the knowledge oft digits of the output of a perfect local randomizer of
ordert does not suffice for deducing the value of any other digit of this output. An additive
stream cipher using such a running-key generator is therefore provably-secure if we assume
that the enemy cannot have access to more thant digits of the plaintext in a known-plaintext
attack.

This concept exactly corresponds to the combinatorial structure of an orthogonal array. All
results of Section 2 then apply. We sum up these properties in the following characterizations
of the notion of perfect local randomizer.

Proposition 12 LetF be a finite alphabet withq elements. The following assertions
are equivalent:

1. The functionf : Fk → Fn wherek < n is a(k, n)-perfect local randomizer of ordert
overF .

2. The array whose rows consist of the vectors(f(x))x∈Fk is an orthogonal array with
n constraints, of sizeqk and strengtht overF .

3. The functionφ : Fn → F2 defined byφ(x) = 1 if and only ifx ∈ f(Fk) is t-th order
correlation-immune overF .

4. The functionf is the encoder for a code of lengthn, sizeqk and dual distancet + 1
overF providedF is endowed with the structure of an Abelian group.

5.2. Multipermutations

Correlation-immune functions also appear in the design of conventional cryptographic
primitives which consist of small boxes connected by a graph structure as many secret-
key ciphers or hash functions. Following Shannon’s classification [34] we distinguish two
different types of boxes in such a primitive depending on their action on the data:

• confusion boxeswhich aim at concealing any algebraic or statistical structure of the
input data.
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• diffusion boxeswhich aim at diffusing any modification of their inputs in their outputs.
The main purpose of using such a box in a secret-key cipher is that the whole information
contained by the secret key and by the plaintext spreads into the ciphertext. They are
also essential in hash functions because their use avoids some collision attacks.

Many criteria were developed for confusion boxes (strict avalanche criterion, propagation
criterion . . . ). One of the strongest conditions is that they should contain perfect nonlinear
or bent functions [30, 27]. Schnorr and Vaudenay [32] claimed that diffusion boxes should
be multipermutations.

Definition 8. A (r, n) multipermutation over a finite alphabetF is a functionπ from
Fr toFn such that 2 different(r + n)-tuples of the form(x, π(x)) differ in at leastn+ 1
positions.

The use of a multipermutation in a box withr inputs andn outputs implies that a modifi-
cation oft values amongst all inputs and outputs of the box leads to a modification of at least
(n − t + 1) other inputs and outputs. This therefore realize perfect diffusion in the sense
that a modification of only one input spreads into all the outputs. Another consequence of
this property is that the knowledge of any(r − 1) or less values amongst all inputs and
outputs of such a box does not permit to determine any of the other inputs/outputs.

Multipermutations are essential in the design of cryptographic primitives since functions
which do not realize perfect diffusion may be subject to some clever cryptanalysis in which
the flow of information is controlled throughout the computation network. As an illustration
of this statement, Vaudenay [40] constructed collisions to MD4 restricted to its first two
rounds and he showed that some generalizations of SAFER are vulnerable. This criterion
has been applied to the design of the ciphers SHARK [29] and SQUARE [12]: the diffusion
layer of both of these block ciphers contains linear multipermutations defined by Reed-
Solomon codes.

Sincemultipermutationsobviouslycorrespond toorthogonalarraysofmaximal strength [39],
we obtain the following characterizations.

Proposition 13 LetF be an alphabet withq elements. The following assertions are
equivalent:

1. The functionπ : Fr → Fn is an(r, n)-multipermutation overF .

2. The array whose rows are the vectors(x, π(x))x∈Fr is an orthogonal array withr +
n constraints, of sizeqr and strengthr overF .

3. The code whose codewords are the(r + n)-tuples(x, π(x))x∈Fr is an MDS code of
lengthr + n and sizeqr.

4. The functiongπ fromFr ontoFr+n defined bygπ(x) = (x, π(x)) is an (r, r + n)-
perfect local randomizer of orderr overF .

5. The functionfπ fromFr+n ontoF2 defined byfπ(x, y) = 1 if and only ify = π(x) is
r-th order correlation-immune overF .
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In practice cryptographic primitives use multipermutations overF2m . This means that
the inputs and outputs of the corresponding diffusion box are considered as elements of the
field F2m . However all the arguments developed in [40] for the use of multipermutations
can also be applied at the bit level: the security of a function may then be weakened if it does
not perform a high diffusion at the bit level,i.e. when its inputs and outputs are considered as
binary strings of lengthm. At the binary level the diffusion performed by a multipermutation
then corresponds to the correlation-immunity order of the associated Boolean functionfπ
overF2. This ordert has indeed the following cryptographic significance: the knowledge
of any t − 1 bits of inputs and outputs of the box does not allow to determine any of the
other bits. We now considerfπ as a Boolean function and we first give some bounds on the
degree of its algebraic normal form.

Proposition 14 Any (r,n) multipermutationπ over F2m corresponds to a Boolean

functionfπ : Fm(r+n)
2 → F2 which isr-th order correlation-immune overF2m . Moreover

the degree of the algebraic normal form offπ satisfies:

mn− 1 + max
i,j

degree(πi,j) ≤ d ≤ m(r + n)− r

whereπ = (π1, . . . , πn) is considered as a function fromFmr2 to Fmn2 andπi,j is thej-th
binary component ofπi.

Proof: The right hand of the inequality directly comes from Theorem 5. The left one can
be deduced from the explicit form offπ: let us considerπ as a set ofmn Boolean functions
defined by:

πi,j : Fmr2 → F2

(x1,0, . . . , xr,m−1) 7→ πi,j(x1,0, . . . , xr,m−1)

By definitionfπ(x1,0, . . . , xr+n,m−1) = 1 if and only if, for all1 ≤ i ≤ n and0 ≤ j < m,
xr+i,j = πi,j(x1,0, . . . , xr,m−1). We then obtain the following algebraic normal form offπ

fπ(x) =
∏

1≤i≤n

∏
0≤j≤m−1

[π(j)
i (x(0)

1 , . . . , x(m−1)
r )− x(j)

r+i − 1]

which contains all the monomialsπk,`(x)
∏

(i,j) 6=(k,`) xr+i,j . Its degree is therefore greater
than or equal tomn− 1 + maxi,j deg(πi,j).

Applying Siegenthaler’s inequality tofπ gives an upper bound on its binary correlation-
immunity order depending on its degree.

Theorem 8 Letπ be an(r, n) multipermutation overF2m and letfπ : Fm(r+n)
2 → F2

be the associated Boolean function. Its binary correlation-immune ordert then satisfies

r ≤ t ≤ mr −max
i,j

degree(πi,j)

Proof: The binary correlation-immunity ordert is obviously greater thanr. The second
part of the inequality directly comes from Siegenthaler’s inequality and from the remark
associated to Theorem 4. In fact we have
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|f−1
π (1)|

2t
= 2mr−t ≡ 0 mod 2 and

|f−1
π (0)|

2t
= 2mr−t(2mn − 1) ≡ 0 mod 2

since Bush bound ensures thatt < mr because it points out the non-existence of binary
orthogonal arrays of size2mr, strengthmr with n(r +m) constraints providedmr > 1.

Example:
Let π : F2

8 → F2
8

(x; y) 7→ ((x3 + y3)3; (x3 +R(y3) + (y3 ∧ α))3)
whereα is a root ofX3 + X + 1, R denotes the circular rotation to the right,+ is the
bitwise XOR and∧ the bitwise AND.
SchnorrandVaudenayproved in [32, Theorem4] that this function isa (2,2)-multipermutation
overF8.

We now consider the Boolean functionπ1,0 corresponding to the low-weight component
of π1(x; y):

π1,0 : F6
2 → F2

(x, y) 7→ (x3 + y3)3
|0

wherez|0 denotes the low-weight bit ofz. The algebraic normal form of this function is
π1,0(x0, x1, x2, y0, y1, y2) = x0 + y0 + x1y2 + x2y1 + x0x1y1 + x1y0y1 + x2y0y1 +

x0x1y2 + x2y0y2 + x0x2y2 + x0x2y0y1 + x0x1y0y2.
It then has degree 4. The previous theorem therefore gives2 ≤ t ≤ 6 − 4. It follows

that this multipermutation performs the worst possible diffusion at the binary level.

6. Conclusion

Since correlation-immunity and resilience are not algebraic but purely combinatorial prop-
erties we have apprehended these notions in a very general context. We have characterized
them in terms of combinatorial structures, in terms of Fourier transform and in terms of
matrices. These multiple points of view make these objects powerful since they can be de-
scribed in many different and complementary ways. The combinatorial approach implies
for example some bounds on the maximal correlation-immunity order of a function, the
Fourier transform approach enabled us to construct new resilient functions by composition,
etc.

Correlation-immune and resilient functions over a finite field can also be expressed as a
polynomial function. This other approach is essential when they are used for combining
linear feedback shift registers since the nonlinearity order of this polynomial conditions the
linear complexity of the resulting pseudo-random sequence. We have proved here that there
is a tradeoff between the nonlinearity and the correlation-immunity order of any function
overFq and we have constructed a family ofq-ary t-resilient functions whose nonlinearity
order achieves this bound. Using these functions as combining functions is then of great
interest since they provide to the resulting generator the highest possible resistance to
both correlation attacks and attacks using Berlekamp-Massey algorithm. This inequality
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governing the degree ofq-ary correlation-functions also gives a bound on the diffusion
performed at the binary level by a perfect diffusion function overF2m .
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